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Fore word

The Scottish Universities’ International Summer School (suiss),
founded by Professor David Daiches in 1947, is held every year in
Edinburgh, Scotland’s beautiful capital and the first unesco city of
literature. In the spirit of the Edinburgh International Festival, suiss
brings together people who, irrespective of national, cultural, or religious
differences, share a love of reading and writing. In 2012 and 2013, suiss
welcomed students from 40 different countries and their multicultural
perspectives are reflected in this collection of student writing.
Northern Light has been published biennially since 2005 as a collection
of the most accomplished and innovative texts written for the school. The
central theme of this fifth volume of Northern Light is “Transport,” which
assembles impressions not only from the extensive travels that bring the
students of suiss to Scotland from their home countries, but also from
the expansive intellectual and cultural exchange that inevitably arises from
the intersection of these experiences.
For the first time we have included critical essays, in addition to short
pieces of prose and poetry. Wilhelm Grundling’s “Coming Alive Again
through Memory” and Hanna Washburn’s “The Movement of Structure
and Language” set the thematic tone of this volume. In her essay, Washburn
explores the representation of identity through free-form jazz and the
structure of language in Jackie Kay’s Trumpet and Anthony Burgess’s
A Clockwork Orange. Grundling offers a reading of Edwin Morgan’s poetry
and A. L. Kennedy’s short fiction that considers the notion of linear time
and processes of becoming.
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Menna Taher commences the fictional, yet poetic journey with a
physical progression through the streets of Edinburgh and its outlying
areas that resembles a soundtrack of music in “Vidonnet.” Candace Tan’s
“Unwind” transports us to an awareness of the interior self as we follow
the movements of the protagonist’s hands over keyboard and skin. The
collection moves from introversion to considerations of otherness in
Joanna Schapel’s “Lizzie at the Circus” and of exile in Robert Češljaš’
“Last at the Track” and in Aisheshek Magauina’s “The Exile Speaks of
Sayat” and the “The Forgotten Famine.” The textual travels come to an
end in the explorations of vitality and destruction of Melissa Myer’s and
Sophia Roppolo’s poetic representations of urban spaces.
United through a love of sound, movement, and language, these
student writings express the joy and pain of cultural encounters. Line by
line, this collection gives insight to both the ethos and the legacy of suiss.
Karin Sellberg & Linda Tym
Edinburgh, November 2013
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Menna Taher
V id o n n et
Pause – silent sheds, neatly tucked, by the shore of Portobello
Slow motion – heart-quickening liquids out of the pores, seep
Pause – a seagull silhouetted against hues of orange, blue and yellow
Slow motion – words entwining us, against the swoosh of waves, creep
Rewind – silent walk on a white-coated street
Fast forward – together gazing at trembling iridescent beams
Rewind – dim festive lamps dangling, as two years at dawn meet
Fast forward – Edinburgh, with you, a city encrusted with magnets at
its seams
Play – montaged reel of memories plied
Record – Pollock halls, Arthur’s seat, Kim’s, Tills, Tesco
Play – explosion of papers in a room soon to be emptied
Record – Fringe tickets, the Epicene Butcher, the silent disco
Play – me, writing a sonnet
Stop – head perched between two soft clouds
Record, record, record
Menna Taher completed her ba in journalism with a minor in theater at the American
university in Cairo in 2010. Upon graduating, she joined Al Ahram Online where she
worked for the arts and culture section. She was also the pr advisor for Japan International
Cooperation Agency. Menna has written several short stories, poetry and a one-act play.
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Michael Stirpe
Je n ny

I had to sell some magazines
And Jenny sold ten more,
I baked a cake for cooking class
And Jenny, she baked four.
I learned to play the tambourine,
And Jenny violin,
I got the bronze in track and field
And Jenny got the win.
I had a clown for my birthday,
And Jenny had a fair,
I brought my dog to show and tell,
And Jenny brought a bear.
I made a basket shooting hoops
And Jenny dunked the ball,
I passed a test in Algebra
And Jenny aced them all.
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I got a role in “Guys and Dolls”
And Jenny got the lead,
I told her she’d be wonderful,
And Jenny, she agreed.
I made a plan to change my luck
And Jenny didn’t know,
I hated being second best
And Jenny had to go.
I waited till the time was right
And Jenny had no clue,
I signed up for the science fair
And Jenny, she did too.
I went to work that very day
And Jenny didn’t wait,
I built a plastic rocket ship
And Jenny took the bait.
I knew for once I’d be on top
And Jenny wouldn’t place,
I finally won the science fair
And Jenny’s lost in space.

Michael Stirpe is a writer of short fiction for both adults and children. He takes much
of his inspiration from the authors he grew up reading, people like Shel Silverstein and Bill
Peet. When he isn’t writing he often wears top hats and creates online videos to entertain
his two fans.
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Candice Tan
U nw i nd

You are in front of your computer. Staring at a blank screen. Fingers poised
over the keyboard - poised, but with nowhere to go. You told him that you
had work to do tonight. That’s why you needed to come up here, into the
study, to do some research for a meeting tomorrow.
You don’t have any meeting tomorrow.
Ordinarily you wouldn’t lie to him. But, you just couldn’t stomach another
night in front of the television. On that stiff leather couch. You on one
side. Him on the other. Flicking aimlessly through the channels.
You rarely talk during this time. This is your after work activity. This is
how you ‘unwind’. Both heads facing the screen. Your knees curled up and
leaning on one armrest, while he leans against the other. Beyond the odd
chuckle or grunt of disapproval as the programs flick by, the only sound
that can be heard in the room is the faint ‘click’ of the remote as he steadily
pushes at the buttons. This is how you unwind.
But, the term ‘unwind’ for you has changed. Considerably. It once meant
something quite different.
It wasn’t always like this.
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You haphazardly chuck your work bag on the floor as you stride through
the door. Shucking off your work jacket, not caring where it lands. Calling
out to him as you fumble to remove your cuff links By the time your hands
are up by your ears, pulling at each earring, he has sauntered through the
corridor and is leaning against the door frame. Watching you. Having
come home a few hours earlier, he is still in his work clothes, lightly
wrinkled from home wear. With arms folded against his chest and a soft
smile on his face, he waits.
As you pull your shirt from the bind of your waist skirt, you look up at
him. As he catches your eye, he raises his hand to his tie knot and tugs
on it, pulling it from one side to the other, slowly and deliberately, his
smile widening. And then, with a suggestive wink, his arms are suddenly
around you. His warm breath against your neck. The slight stubble of his
jaw against your cheek. And your hands move along his chest and down
his stomach, hollowing a small gap between your bodies, working in haste
to undo the line of hindering buttons. The tips of your fingers trail down
his gradually exposed flesh, sometimes gently, sometimes with fervor, as
you release each offensive clasp. One by one. By one.
That ‘unwinding’ never involved prime time television. In those times,
every caress of his fingertips roused your senses. Every whisper against
your ear made you weak. To unwind. It wasn’t subdued. It wasn’t flaccid. It
was frantic. It was loud. It was passion. It was nothing less than the utter
and absolute stirring of your soul. But now look at you. Holed up in your
study. Scrolling through your emails. Playing solitaire.
•
Your thoughts are interrupted by a knock on the door. You hastily click
on the window showing your work emails before calling out. Soon, two
hands fall on your shoulders. He asks you how everything’s going. Before
you have time to respond, he begins to tell you about some program on
climate change he was watching. You’re about to let your mind wander,
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until you feel his grip on your shoulders tighten slightly. His attempt to
give something akin to a massage becomes more obvious.
You realize you’re not going to get any more work done tonight. Or more
precisely, you’re not going to get any more alone time.
Are you done with your work?
You want to say no. You want to say you’re not done. And that you need
more time and he probably shouldn’t wait up. But you don’t have the heart
to. You can hear the hopefulness in his voice and feel the neediness of
his increasingly clumsy hands. So you tell him you’ll just finish things off
and see him soon. As he leaves, you drag the cursor across the computer
screen, closing the windows. One by one. By one.
You cook Italian food on Mondays and Wednesdays. You go to couples
yoga on Tuesdays and Thursdays. And after you unwind, on Fridays, you
make love.
Making love to your husband, akin to brushing your teeth or wiping your
shoes before entering someone’s home, has become obligatory, expected
and, sadly, well-mannered.
The bedroom is filled with soft grunts. You are on your back. Legs apart.
Eyes open. You feel the sweat from his forehead drip down onto your
hair as his face turns away from you. His eyes closed. He’s focused on his
rhythm, which is steady. Controlled. Polite. It’s nice. It’s fine. It’s fucking
boring.
But, it wasn’t always like this.
He whips you around and pushes you up against the wall. You can barely
call out as you feel his weight against your back, pressing into you. You
smell fresh paint. His voice velvet in your ear. His left hand against your
shoulder, holding you there, as he trails the other along the side of you.
Lightly. His fingertips. Teasing. Your neck. Your breasts. Your hips. It
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takes you a moment to realize that the whining and moaning filling the
room is actually coming from you. From your lips. Gasping his name. And
begging. Begging for more.
But now look at you. Fidgeting awkwardly against the sheets. Trying to
extract yourself from underneath his bulging belly – moments after he
wheezed, exhaled and collapsed in self-victory on top of you.
The bathroom. The cigarettes under your tampons.
As you lean against the cold ceramic of the tiles, sucking on the cigarettes
next to the open window – enjoying your pleasure of the night – you
have that thought again. That thought which has kept you up for some
weeks. And months. That thought which you’ve been afraid to dwell on
because…it isn’t right. It isn’t proper. It’s against the ‘rules’.
But for some reason, tonight – out of all the other nights – your mind
flickers. Flickers with something new. Something new. And you inhale
– filling your mouth and throat with the sweet, sweet taste of burning
release.

Candice Tan is an Australian writer and freelance editor. Her short stories have
been published in her native country and internationally. Since first walking its cobbled
lane-ways, she fell in love with Scotland and the long-distance love affair has continued
ever since. Her writing can be found at: www.moveablewords.wordpress.com.
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Nibedita Sen
T he B ur ia l C h a m b e r

Cheops. Khafre. Menkere. Ancient monuments to long-dead kings, the
three pyramids of Giza sizzle under the sun at noon. Small clots of tourists
crawl like ants under the shadow-flecked dips and scoops of sand. Buses
nose their way clumsily into the makeshift lot. Merchants weave with sly
skill through the crowd, hawking paperweights, thin scarves and Arabic
invective with equal impartiality.
For the princely sum of five Egyptian pounds, visitors may descend into
the subterranean burial chamber that lies deep beneath the sands of
Khafre’s pyramid. Not an expedition for the faint of heart. A narrow shaft
slopes steeply into the earth at a forty-five degree angle. The floor is dirt
trodden into hastily laid planks and the ceiling so low that you must crawl
on hands and knees. It is dark. It is dank. And yet the adventurous and the
intrepid begin to form a queue, a sloppy, shuffling selection of sunburnt
flesh and wide-brimmed hats shoved down low over eyes. Snuffling
noisily from a two-day headcold, your cheap camera shoved firmly into
the back pocket of your jeans, you troop down the rough-hewn steps with
them. The sun is in your eyes, you have sand in unmentionable places, and
already you question the youthful enthusiasm that brought you here.
Down, down, down. Down into the dark.
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It is interminable. Your knees and elbows clack like castanets on the
ground and there is a wretched crick in your neck. It is dark and it is
damp, but it is not cold, the air is heavy with heat and so close that you
can scarcely breathe. People huff and puff in the tunnel behind you. A
woman panics. You hear the muffled altercation as she turns around and
fights her way back up.
Abandon hope, all ye who enter here. Perhaps, you muse, you will never
see the light again. You are going backards from birth, you will sink into
the darkness and be compressed into the stone, your fossilised bones will
share space with the pharaoh. You will be lost.
Something emerges ahead in the gloom. Dirty white robes, a brown face;
a man. He stinks of sweat and clove oil. His teeth are very white, and
you reel back into yourself a little, unsure of what to make of this strange
visitation.
He grins at you. And then he is gone, scrabbling back up the shaft the way
you came. The scuffle of his chapped and bare heels fades away.
You move on.
The light at the end of the tunnel is a single naked bulb. Drenched with
sweat, you straighten up and are dismayed. The burial chamber is hewn
from rock. It is also empty. The walls are stark and the walls are bare.
Barren. Bereft.
You make a brief and abortive attempt to furnish it with your mind. You
construct a sarcophagus, draw the curves of amulets, imagine piles of gold
and gems. You paint hieroglyphics on the walls and erase the footprints
from the floor. You try to see this place the way it was, when a dead king
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lay dreaming in the dark and lapis lazuli spilled with faince glass and cold
alabaster. But no. The room is empty and the room is small. You try to see
the past, and all you see is death.
You cannot breathe. You wipe sweat from your brow with your sleeve, and
turn to seek the sun again.

Nibedita Sen hails from Kolkata, India, and has two degrees in English that she still
hasn’t quite figured out what to do with. She divides her time between daydreaming and
double entendre, makes sincere attempts to write fantasy, and firmly believes that you can
never speak too many languages.
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Bryton Altemose
Fo r S n a k e B i t e s

precision is key
clear the wound
& place your lips around the puncture
now suck
pausing only to spit out
the mouthfuls of venom
before it gets too deep
making you weak
& delirious
assuming you survive
– & you will –
no worse for the wear
go after the snake
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take note of its colouring
its length
its dexterity
its obscurities
go after that snake
being cautious
of others
waiting to strike
& when you’ve found it
perhaps curled up
contentedly devouring
its latest victim
cut off its head

Bryton Altemose, 21, does not believe in the Oxford comma but does appreciate a
well-placed ampersand. She would like to thank a lack of sleep and a lot of popcorn in
getting her this far and looks forward to sharing that promised authorship fortune with
her family.
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Hanna Washburn
T he M o ve m e n t a n d S t r u ct u re of L anguage:
An t ho ny B u r ge s s an d J ac ki e K ay

Language is an incredibly powerful tool. The way humans interact and
process information is largely dependent upon this means of communication. Language is not necessarily confined to speech itself, as art and
music have developed dialects of their own, speaking in complicated
and powerful ways. Authors Anthony Burgess and Jackie Kay recognize
the power and significance of communication, allowing language itself
to inform their writing and structure their novels. The characters in
Burgess’ A Clockwork Orange and Kay’s Trumpet have intense and personal
relationships with communication, whether it is a slang, a genre of music,
or speech itself. They are able to draw strength from this bond, a power
allowing them to transcend limitations and access otherwise hidden parts
of themselves. Most importantly, these characters are able to utilize a
personal language that grants them the power to comprehend themselves,
letting them understand their identities, build self confidence, and
communicate in ways they would otherwise be unable to.
The structure and content of Jackie Kay’s Trumpet mirrors one of the
novel’s central topics: the language of jazz music. Jazz features individual
soloists, each improvising a tune over the quiet background music of the
other instruments, before they all join together for a cohesive, rousing
chorus. Similarly, each chapter of Trumpet is devoted to a different
character’s perspective. Whether stricken by the grief of Joss’ passing,
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angry about his betrayal, or fascinated by his transformation, people seem
to be improvising, overwhelmed with emotion following this event and
attempting to articulate their thoughts. Besides main characters Millie
Moody, Colman Moody, and Sophie Stones, minor roles like the registrar,
the house cleaner, and the drummer Big Red offer valuable perspective
on the life and death of this captivating and talented man. At times these
characters overlap, whether they literally share the same space or their
individual tales of Joss align in an illuminating way, imitating this chorus
effect. Moreover, the way these characters seem to unravel following
the death of Joss makes clear this story is about grief and love, and the
immense significance this man had to these lives. The novel’s title serves to
emphasize this, as the characters attempt to trumpet their personal stories.
Similarly, the natural, extemporaneous music that comes out of
Joss’ trumpet mirrors his identity. Not restricted by preconceived notes
or harmonies, Joss is able to express himself freely when he plays jazz,
demonstrating a fluidity that mimics his amorphous identity. Jackie Kay
articulated this idea in an interview:
I was interested in how fluid identity can be, how people can
reinvent themselves, how gender and race are categories that we
try to fix, in order perhaps to cherish our own prejudices, how
so called extraordinary people can live ordinary lives. I wanted
to write a love story where the reader would become so involved
with the story that they too would believe Joss and be calling him
‘he’ to themselves. (Kay 1).
Kay accomplishes this objective quite effectively. Through the comprehensive elucidation of Joss’ different relationships, the reader gains
extraordinary insight into his character. The reader sees Joss as a loving
husband, nurturing father, and immensely gifted performer, allowing the
character to transcend confining attributes like gender, sexuality, and race.
In this way, Joss is incredibly courageous, brave enough to reach for the
life he wanted, and felt most comfortable with, emerging as a victorious
figure in the novel. Thus, Jackie Kay asserts that identity is based on how
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individuals perceive themselves, and what they choose to make of their
lives, not on the imprisoning definitions others try to impose upon them.
Kay employs supremely intimate, romantic, and deliberate language
in this novel. The way Kay endears the reader to Joss through the eyes
of his friends and family creates a full picture of him as a human being,
suggesting he is far more than his gender and sexuality imply. Kay
uses Joss’ drummer to make this especially clear. When Sophie Stones
contacts Big Red, he refuses to comment on the death of his friend out
of respect for Joss. Big Red says to Sophie, “It’s the fucking music that
matters…Away and write yir stupit book. It won’t tell us anything aboot
Moody. If you want my advice, you’ll drop it. It ull only upset his family”
(Kay 149). Whichever sex Joss identified with was completely irrelevant
to the important parts of his being: his character, his talent, his love for his
family. Joss has constructed his own identity, and Kay lauds this, clearly
demonstrating sympathy for Joss and Millie. Joss’ personal relationship
with his music is also immensely important in for his character. Kay
writes of Joss in the chapter entitled “Music,” “When he gets down,
and he doesn’t always get down deep enough, he loses his sex, his race,
his memory. He strips himself bare, takes everything off, till he’s barely
human” (Kay 131). Later in this chapter, Kay calls this “naked jazz”
(Kay 132), and this music Joss holds “in his blood” (Kay 135). She
continues: “The horn ruthlessly strips him bare until he ends up with
no body, no past, nothing” (Kay 135). Jazz music is beyond analysis, and
the artist can float freely here, unrestrained by race, gender, and sexuality.
In this novel, Kay focuses on this side of Joss, his loving and passionate
identity liberated from any definition or examination.
Kay argues one should not search for the origin or motive behind
a transformation like Joss’. She elucidates this by refusing to provide
concrete details regarding Joss’ transformation, and declining to define
his and Millie’s sexualities. These are fluid, complicated questions that
cannot be clearly explained by specific experiences or reasons. William
Matthews writes, “If the ultimate sources for poetry and jazz are the life
of the emotions, the extreme difficulty of describing that life, and the
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great spiritual cost of not trying to describe it, then poetry and jazz are
rooted at the very centre of what it’s like to be human” (Kelly 647). Jazz
is a natural and fundamentally human art form, an improvisational and
flowing method of expression. Joss is most comfortable playing jazz, for
it provides that familiar indefinable and boundless quality he finds within
himself. Thus, Kay’s decision to integrate this instinctive art form so fully
with her novel was exceedingly appropriate.
There is a third major way jazz music functions in this tale. Just as jazz
itself acts as a kind of support system, the characters in the novel must fulfil
supportive roles in their relationships. Jazz involves an ensemble composed
of several soloists, and the members of a group have an obligation to
support each other, so they can both function as a cohesive whole, and
allow the soloists to effectively carry out their individual expression. As
Garry L. Hagberg writes, “A jazz player has not only a duty to him or
herself to play as well as possible, and a duty to the composer of a piece
to show the work the respect it deserves, but also a pressing set of duties
or, indeed ethical obligations to the other players in the ensemble and to
the ensemble as a collective whole” (Hagberg 188). In this sense, Millie
and Joss’ marriage functions as a kind of jazz ensemble. Millie upholds
her obligation to Joss, helping him get dressed and prepared for the day,
in turn providing the support he needs to truly express himself. Just as
soloists need the help of the ensemble, Joss requires the care of Millie to
perform. Furthermore, Mllie’s grief following the death of Joss makes her
reliance on him clear. Once he is gone, it seems she is no longer able to
remember herself, implying that she similarly depended on the support
of Joss to understand, define, and express her own identity. Millie says,
“I felt myself, the core of myself, being eat away. My soul” (Kay 2). Even
while at Torr, a previously comforting place for Millie, she finds herself
especially lost: “Now here I am, out in the elements of this most familiar
place, uncertain about everything. Even my own life. Especially my own
life” (Kay 25). In this way, Joss and Millie fulfil their obligations to each
other; their mutual support allows each of them to express their individual
selves more fully.
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Colman’s abandonment of his mother after Joss’ death displays a failure
to fulfil his obligation to his mother in the jazz ensemble that is their
relationship. His moral transgression manifests in a failure to support his
mother, and they each lose themselves in this process. Already suffering
from the loss of Joss, Millie is left devastated, and desperately wishes to
see Colman, as if that could make her somehow whole again: “I don’t want
to see anyone. Except Colman. I wish I could see Colman” (Kay 22).
Similarly to Millie, Colman feels lost in his childhood home without
the comfort and love of his mother, saying, “I went round to their house
yesterday. It was strange. It felt like the whole house had died, not just
my father. It gave me the spooks. The hall was all quiet and stealthy when
it used to shake with music,” (Kay 65) this music perhaps the sounds
of their previously functioning collaborative ensemble. Thus, Jackie Kay
asserts that the inherently collaborative nature of jazz mimics an essential
human trait: the natural reliance on others in order to comfortably and
fully express oneself.
Language functions in an incredibly innovative and effective way in
Anthony Burgess’ A Clockwork Orange. Just as an understanding of jazz
clarifies Trumpet, understanding the slang in Burgess’ novel not only
elucidates the story’s plot, but also allows a deeper understanding of
the characters, and finally operates as a form of control over the reader,
increasing the realness and strength of the novel. Burgess integrates nadsat
language into his prose from the start of A Clockwork Orange, and the
effect is immediately unsettling and alienating. Nadsat is a word meaning
“teenage” (Burgess 5) in the novel, and is also the slang the protagonist
Alex and his droogs employ. It is a combination of Russian, English,
and childish vocabulary, which proves to be quite a powerful mixture. As
Kathrin Vogler writes in “Nadsat in A Clockwork Orange: Alienation or
Identification?”, “The Russian words create an oppressive atmosphere…
some of the words sound threatening without any knowledge of the
Russian language” (Vogler 2). This is certainly true, providing an
element of terror in nadsat speech. The English words that are also
used in this slang are often slightly altered, allowing Burgess to “give a
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mysterious and new appearance to words which are actually well known”
(Vogler 2-3), both alienating the reader and shrouding Alex and his droogs
in fascinating secrecy. Finally, using words that sound as if a young child
invented them renders these characters oddly endearing, contributing to
the incredibly complicated relationship readers develop with Alex.
Initially, readers struggle to decode this foreign language, and are
consequently unable to grasp the extreme violence Alex commits in the
early pages. As the novel progresses, and the reader gradually gains a grasp
of nadsat, the novel becomes a disturbingly thrilling read. To speak Alex’s
language is to understand him, creating a strange connection between the
reader and this brutal character. Alex becomes a sympathetic and almost
endearing figure, which is only emphasized by the childlike nature of his
speech. Language is a very powerful tool for Alex, allowing him to captivate
his readers, bewilder his victims, and control his droogs. Alex’s power and
self-confidence are directly proportional to his use of nadsat, and at the
start of the novel, when Alex is extremely arrogant and ruthless, nadsat
vocabulary appears the most frequently. In Trumpet, Joss is most in touch
with his fundamental self when he plays jazz music, and understanding
jazz language reveals much about the relationships between characters,
as well as their individual self-expressions. Nadsat functions similarly in
A Clockwork Orange, as a grasp of the slang makes clear the plot of the
story itself, and acts as a source of Alex’s power. Nadsat’s combination
of Russian and English also unveils political undercurrents in the novel,
as it suggests Alex’s society is inspired by both major powers of the time,
connecting these two seemingly disparate entities and warning of their
potential power to manipulate and suppress.
At the beginning of the novel, Alex has a firm hold on his language,
proudly flaunting his slang and in turn both bewildering his victims and
endearing his readers. Yet as the novel progresses, and Alex finds less
pleasure in his violence, his confidence in nadsat diminishes. While in
prison, he is confronted with the diverse languages of the prisoners and
staff, and rather than support his superiority over them, his slang becomes
less prominent, and he even integrates phrases from other dialects, like
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the speech of the chaplin. This diminishing self-assurance culminates in
one of the novel’s final scenes, when Alex encounters his former droog
Pete, many years after their group disbanded. Alex is quite shocked to
encounter Pete, and says, “Well well well, droogie, what gives? Very very
long time no viddy…A long long long time since those dead and gone
good days. And now poor Georgie, they told me, is underground and old
Dim is a brutal Millicent, and here is thou and here is I, and what news
hast thou, old droogie?” (Burgess 208). Much has changed over the past
years, and clearly Alex is initially nostalgic for the “dead and gone good
days.” Alex has half-heartedly revived his nadsat, but when he uses it in
front of Pete and his new wife, she calls it “funny” (Burgess 208) and
laughs at Alex, causing him to call his entire ideology into question.
As Roy Harris writes in The Language Makers, “a concept of language
cannot stand isolated in an intellectual no-man’s land. It is inevitably part
of some more intricate complex of views about how certain verbal activities stand in relation to other human activities, and hence, ultimately,
about man’s place in society and nature” (Harris 54). The personal language
one utilizes is much more significant than a means of communication: it
can denote strength and self-awareness, and create a kind of hierarchy
of power. Here, the ease with which Alex questions his own language,
and considers altering his lifestyle, demonstrates a drastic change within
him. His wilful abandonment of nadsat here shows Alex no longer seeks
to dominate power over others. Whereas earlier in the novel the disappearance of his language revealed inner weakness, and a loss of control
over his identity, here the intentional shedding of his slang accompanies
a conscious consideration to change his ways. This suggests that Alex is
more powerful than ever, because he has the control over his speech, the
potent mechanism that once granted him strength and power. Yet Burgess
suggests this is a benevolent power he now holds, as Alex’s turn to goodness
does not require the language he once used as a form of dominance. He
no longer needs this speech to understand himself, because he is no longer
defined by his violent and controlling nature. Burgess effectively uses
Alex’s shift in language to mark a complete change in character.
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Nadsat is not the only integral language component in A Clockwork
Orange, as musical language plays a hugely significant part in the novel as
well. Just like in Trumpet, the structure of A Clockwork Orange references
musical structure. Yet here, rather than jazz, classical music is the defining
factor. The form of the novel itself mirrors that of an operatic piece, as
the story is split into 3 parts, mimicking an aba format. The first and
third sections display numerous similarities, while the middle piece stands
apart as dramatically different. When Alex is incarcerated in the middle
section, he is now referred to as “6655321,” as he is “not your little droog
Alex not no longer” (Burgess 86). Section two involves new characters
and locations, while the final part demonstrates a return to the people
and setting of the first. Moreover, the repetition of words and phrases
like “What’s it going to be then, eh?” (Burgess 3) throughout the novel
reference the recurrence of musical themes in classical pieces. Burgess’
incorporation of musical structure supports the intense bond Alex shares
with classical music. Alex’s passion for violence is totally entangled with
his love for music, and he is even able to draw strength from this musical
language, allowing him to commit horribly brutal acts. Just as Alex
loses his grasp on nadsat during his treatment, Alex can no longer enjoy
classical music while he feels distaste for violence, music’s counterpart
in his mind. This notion is similarly effective, as Burgess’ explanation of
Alex’s sickness when he hears classical music, a once great passion of his,
effectively displays this dramatic change.
Jackie Kay and Anthony Burgess are communicators themselves,
developing an effective personal language to convey their ideas in the novel
format. Their awareness of the implications of communication methods,
and their experimentation with such processes, run parallel to the deep
relationships their characters share with language. Burgess’ employment
of nadsat, and adaption of classical musical style into text, deepens the
significance of his narrative and effectively develops the intricacies of
Alex’s character. Kay’s sensitive and evocative prose successfully illustrates
both the love her characters felt for Joss through his life, and the grief
they experienced following his death. Her writing allows her to paint a
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full picture of Joss, transcending conceivable limitations and illuminating
the true point of the text. Moreover, her incorporation of jazz music into
the structure of her text draws attention to his talent and passion, and
insinuates jazz is integral to the structure of his own character, further
rendering him an impressive and sympathetic character. Kay and Burgess
experiment with communication in their novels, and are able to develop
methods that allow them to create full, deep characters, and successfully,
thoughtfully demonstrate the essential bonds their characters share with
language itself.
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Lauren Martin
D isc o ver in g A p at o m e m n i s

When I sleep on my side,
I feel something PRESS
between the hunch of my cavernous ribs;
A small Something-that-never-existed
preserved in amber,

buried between wet lungs.

It is easy enough to see if I hold it out for you;
the glimmering oval of crystalline sap
with the Nothing-doing
curled at its heart like a dead frog:
no ears
no lips
not even a dark spot to indicate a primitive light-sensor
or brain to distinguish a carefully chosen word from a doubt.
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And yet this Relic-of-nothingness
can sense my irritation
and appears delighted.
It fills the empty space, just to remind me that it’s there
and it looks so fiery in the light
that I start to believe that I held it in my palm
and felt it PRESS between my ribs when I slept on my side.

Lauren Martin currently studies at Mills College in Oakland, California, graduating
with a BA in Creative Writing, Fall 2013. Outside of school, she works as a food writer
and pastry chef ’s assistant. Lauren usually writes prose but something about Edinburgh
inspired her to wax poetic during her time abroad.
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Lauren Wheeler
U n t it le d

You don’t know what it is that draws you to the bars on nights like these.
You don’t know anyone here and the people you do know, you don’t
like, and you hate the way the girls follow each other around, strung
out in a single file line holding hands through the crowd like a row of
ducklings. You hate the seedy drunk guys by the bar and you hate how
the bartenders take your wadded up soggy tip with the same old weary
nod. Maybe you feel obligated. You’re twenty-one and this is what you’re
supposed to do on Friday nights. But the drinks are watered down and
you stand in corners nursing them until some drunk nobody comes up
and asks you to dance and then you toss your drink down your throat all
at once just to be rid of it, and it feels like a waste somehow and it never
means anything, no matter who you’re dancing with. Maybe you like that
it means nothing. Maybe you like the feeling of the night swallowing
you whole, the terrible pulsing music and the body heat, all the smiling
sweating crying faces with smeared make-up and bruises and spilled
drinks everywhere. Maybe you like the chaos, the loss and confusion
You go to the bathroom and no one notices you leave. All the stalls are
occupied so you vomit in the sink. Vodka cranberry, red like blood. Your
throat burns.
You leave with someone, some drunk nobody, like always. You like it
best when they hold your hand, when they help you back up when you
fall and bust your knee, bleeding vodka cranberry on the pavement. Well
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alright, so that only happened one time, but on these nights it feels like
you’re always falling, always bleeding, always reaching out for someone to
help you back up, never sure if you’ll find an outstretched hand or who it
will belong to, and not really caring anyway.
You walk back alone. There’s blood on your leg, but you can’t feel
it – you can only feel the darkness pressing in, the night swaying all
around you and the pounding in your head. The bars are all closing and
you can hear the raucous laughter of the last few drunken stragglers and
the faraway cry of an ambulance siren. Cab doors slam up and down
the streets and the taxis drive away, going home. Everyone else is going
home. It’s quiet.

Lauren Wheeler was born in Lexington, Kentucky, usa in 1992. She grew up in
the small town of Harrodsburg and came full circle when she moved back to Lexington
to study English literature at Transylvania University in 2010. She will graduate with a
bachelor’s degree in English in May 2014.
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Caitlin O’Connell
We e k S ix

It slipped out like a hiccup.
Mom asked me to pass the peas and I passed her, “I’m pregnant.”
Two words weighing two tons. Her lips tightened and baby crows’ feet
flew out from the corners of her eyes. I had never noticed her wrinkles.
“I need a cigarette.”
I watched her through the front window, slouching against the edge
of the porch with that thin stick dangling from her fingertips. Suffocating
cancer clouds lingered in front of her face before they broke apart like
gritty cotton candy, sending ashes up through the branches. Maybe the
tar would kill her before I did. Easier that way.
My brain unravelled then, like the spool of yarn stuffed in the back of
mom’s junk drawer – fuzzy string choking stubby pencils and garbled in
the mess of tiny pennies and thumbtacks, so knotted it would never be the
same, cut into pieces, pieces you could break away and take with you, only
a fraction of the spool you bought for 97 cents and used for years.
But still I sat, a rigid frame for my unravelling brain, a shell for my
sanity, an incubator for a six-week-old life. Hold it in, hold it in.
I counted the peas on my plate – 29 – and ate one at a time, counting
backwards. Safety in numbers.
28. She was pacing then.
26. Quick steps shifted to heavy thuds.
23. Shit.
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19. The cigarette devoured itself, glowing at her fingertips.
16. The smell of second-hand smoke, lazy and dull.
12. Her hair frizzy, unwashed.
9. A lingering glare at the sky.
7. She swore at God.
4. “FUCK.”
3. Fuck.
2. Me this time.
1. My baby on a plate, the size of one pea.
0. Abort, abort.

Caitlin O’Connell is a 25-year-old former middle school teacher from the us who
fled to Edinburgh with the hope of writing her way through a quarter-life crisis. It worked
– sort of. She enjoys drinking Diet Coke in the morning, playing writing games in dimly
lit pubs, and singing at open mic nights.
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John Maloney
T he B ro t h e r s McLan g l y

T he M a t r i arc h
Christie McLangly had been dead for ten years before her heart gave out
on her drug dealer’s floor on that early May morning.
She’d been crashing on his couch for a couple of months – copping
oxies and percocets with the money she had received from selling her
house. She spent her days loitering at the local diner, and her nights
fading out on her drug dealer’s couch watching Late Night with Craig
Ferguson. Her heart could not take all of the shit that had been building
up in her system for the past decade.
Christie McLangly had three children – two with Fredrick T
McLangly, and before that, another child, Dustin, whom she raised on her
own for most of his life. All three of her children had front row seats to
the shit circus that were the final years of Christie’s life; all three children
grew up resenting Christie, and resenting themselves for resenting her.
She felt incredibly alone, and her boys knew that she was lonely.
She never stopped telling them how lonely she was. Christie’s
loneliness eventually became a part of her, part of her personality,
blinding her to the hurt she was causing and destroying any hope she
had for connecting with another person. She affected the personality of
the old lady next-door neighbor abandoned by her family and left to rot
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amongst kitty litter and old newspapers. It was something she could not
change, something she did not want to change. Maybe it was out of fear,
or resentment, or something she clung to as a sick, sociopathic sort of
emotional manipulation – no one knew for certain.
At times her children felt sorry for her, but mostly they hated her.
Emotional binds such as these were customary with Christie
McLangly, and they just ended up leaving her children emotionally
bound and gagged in the end.

Jack Maloney was born in Queens, New York where he lived until he was sixteen. He
now lives up and down the East Coast of the United States. He aspires to be a showrunner
for television.
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Rosa Barbour
Ex t r ac t s

“ To o t hp a s t e an d Ma n dar i n s … ”
I feel foolish and five, huddled under a fuchsia blanket with the single
word Babe printed over and over again in metallic Comic Sans. I wrap
my hands around the coffee mug and glance up briefly, catching the
nonplussed look in his eye as Robbie starts rummaging in the fridge.
He runs a hand through bed-mussed hair in exasperation, finding only a
watermelon and Babybels.
“Didn’t even know you were supposed to put them in the fridge”, I
pipe up sadly. Resigned to his eternal view of me as his little sister’s
silly friend in a Babe blanket, I don’t bother with trying to find a more
impressive, normal, or even true ice-breaker. I know fine well you were
supposed to put them in the fridge.
Robbie turns at leisure to survey me coolly, tearing the red wax shell
away with his lovely pointy teeth. It reminds me of some canine killing in
a David Attenborough programme, but I don’t pursue the thought.
“Well… yeah. It’s cheese,” he says.
“Right, yeah…”
I go back to my coffee, which is a nauseating Nescafe and soy milk
concoction. Their mum Rita insists on buying it, despite Katie’s protests
that when you put it into tea or coffee it looks like little sea monkeys are
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swimming about in the mug. The image blurs in my thumping head with
one of Robbie chomping through a baby gazelle’s hind legs, and I transfer
the mug abruptly onto the table. He eyes it disdainfully.
“Out last night, then?” he asks, now eating from a tin of neon orange
mandarin segments with a fork, so that the juice falls back into the tin
and splashes his T-shirt, his shoes, the floor. He appears not to notice this
as he leans back against the counter, deigning to actually turn his head in
my direction. I feel noxious in comparison, the Nescafe forming a layer in
my throat, head pulsating rhythmically in pain and serotonin levels in my
brain depleting rapidly with a bastard comedown. Robbie on the other
hand, seems the picture of health, all tanned and glowing from sun and
sex in Brazil with Suzy. I wonder what his mouth tastes like. Toothpaste
and mandarins.

“ Fo r n o w, l o ve, l e t ’s b e re a l . .. ”
I watch my father’s determined stumble to the karaoke booth, where Laura
is fiddling with microphones and blue wires. I see her grinning widely at
his whiskey and willingness, and realise that a Bad Moment approaches.
“I think your dad’s going to sing”, comes Katie’s voice, pissed, from
behind me.
“Yes,” I return, not bothering to look round.
“Do you think he’ll do Back for Good?” She snorts. This does not
warrant a reply.
“Or Nothing Comp—”
But she’s cut off by the blast of feedback as he takes to the stage, redbanded mic in hand, and I can only stare on, cursing Laura and her blissful
ignorance of the car-crash moment we’re all about to witness.
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“Right, I’m doing one,” slurs dad, whiskey in hand. A bray of the
crowd, shouts of “remember to switch the mic on” are met with laughs far
beyond their worth. Dad ignores them, dead set.
“Aye… this is a good one.”
Something about his subtle-yet-firm point in Laura’s direction as
he stares resolutely forwards tells me he means business. For one heartstopping moment I wonder if he actually is going to go down the Sinead
O’Connor route. A disturbing, unbidden thought of his face superimposed over hers in that iconic video... It’s been seven hours and sixteen
days... Give or take about three years. But now a familiarly solemn and
beautiful guitar intro drifts over the speakers, followed by my father’s
gristly, yet strangely tuneful tones.
If you could read my mind, love, what a tale my thoughts could tell…”
“Sounds a bit like Kenny Rogers,” offers dad’s friend John, somewhat
prematurely.
I don’t respond. My own mind has wandered off where I didn’t give it
permission, and I’m desperately trying to get it to come back on its scooter
before it reaches a main road.
I remember.
An old video he took of me, age one, fluffy-haired, my head against
mum’s cardigan’d chest. This song plays gently in the background, my eyes
wide but tired as she reads from a picture book. Then years later, as part of
a cooking compilation in the days when cds were new and full of wonder,
dad shrouded in the steams and fragrances of the kitchen, mum flitting in
and out, barefoot… each with their own little section that they knew so
well. The smirking familiarity of love still bright in their eyes.
A movie queen to play the scene of bringing all the good things out in me…
but for now, love, let’s be real…
When I was very young, the images of this song held a childlike
wonder: a castle dark, a ghost from a wishing well, heroes and old-time
film stars. A straight-forward fairytale, no analogy or implication. With
hindsight, it seems vaguely ominous that even in the throes of marital
bliss, my parents were infatuated by a song that dealt with the dull pain
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of divorce. I haven’t really thought about it since then, and all I can see
now is the lovely humanity of the words. I could kill my dad for this
melodramatic re-vamp.
“He pissed?” asks Robbie inevitably. I say nothing, and he stands beside
me in silence, surveying the performance with an irritatingly unreadable
expression on his bronzed face. Presently, dad sits forward on his stool,
affecting a Southern drawl and misty-eyed expression for the final lines.
“I don’t know where we went wrong,
But the feeling’s gone,
And I just can’t get it back...”
I wait for the destruction of that haunting, subtle lyric, but his voice
wobbles beyond control, and is lost altogether in a shower of newlynervous applause.

“A n a lien t h a t h e ’s act u a l l y
q uit e f o n d o f… ”
The hallway is deep blue with shadow, clouded moonlight leaking in
through the irregularly-placed circular window that I used to gaze through
when I was young, fascinated by this peephole to the trees and sky in the
midst of Katie’s maze-like house. Robbie stands in his doorway, and I see
the outline of his throat, his long eyelashes, his beautiful hair messier than
usual, sticking up dramatically at the back. He looks at me with gentle
eyes, gentler than I have ever seen them, his head bowed, acknowledging
the difficulty of the scenario.
“Sorry,” I whisper. “Just needed to get some water. Did I wake you up?”
“No, I was up. Jerry.” He gestures to the little grey dog with his foot,
and I nod, and gulp, and don’t know what to say.
“Why’s he called Jerry?” is my eventual, pitiful, effort.
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“He’s a Springer spaniel.”
“Oh right… Should have got a Cocker. Then you could have called it
Jarvis.”
“Yeah. That would have been better.”
“Yeah.”
I look up at him for the first time, drawing my cardi around myself,
aware of the cold and the fact I’m not wearing much, and my eyes are
carrying the smudged remains of Rimmel’s Granite and Fog. This does
not bode well for post-midnight Robbie encounters. His eyes glance
momentarily over all the worst bits of my bedtime ensemble... the fraying
holes in the sleeves of my green cardi, the thatch of twigs behaving as
though it was my hair. A minute investigation of my own reveals that
Robbie’s own nightwear displays no similar signs of disrepair. Apart from
his messy brown curls, which are lovely, and not at all Mrs-Rochesteresque. Nothing has been said since the Jarvis Cocker insight. The only
thing that has happened in the passing moments is this mutual eyeroaming, and Robbie propping himself up in the doorway with his arm
above his head, which makes him taller, and me nervous.
“What are you doing wandering about in the middle of the night like
Mrs Rochester?”
This is my eventual offering. I feel something shrivel inside myself,
the pink bursting immediately into life over my face. This is no subtle
rouge blossoming of colour over my cheeks and chest. It’s everywhere,
immediately, and I can only pray he can’t see it in the darkness. Robbie
laughs quietly through his nose, but lets me off.
“I was sorting bloody Jerry. Strange eating patterns. Mum’s fault.
Neurotic. Did you get your water, then?”
“No, I was on my way.”
A branch scratches suddenly against the oval window above his head.
I glance up at the old familiar sight of the dark tree swaying gently, the
moon flitting in and out of view behind it.
“I used to love that window, looking out of it, I mean. At night.”
Robbie turns round to look properly, rubbing the back of his neck.
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“Yeah, I remember that. You’d sit in the middle of the hall and everyone
would trip over you.”
“It was only you that tripped over me because you were galumphing
about like a bloody boy and not looking where you were going, all sweaty
and pink. You were like something out of a Robinsons barley water advert,”
I tell him indignantly.
“That’s normal, though. Boy stuff. You were—”
“What? Abnormal?”
“It was sort of normal until you started serenading the tree.”
“Fuck off—”
“You did. In a sort of high-pitched squeal. Sitting there in the middle
of the hall staring up at a window singing about the moon. Nutcase.”
He’s smiling, though. And I screw my face up, like I always do when he
looks at me properly, like I’m an alien. But his eyes are crinkled, and I feel
like a nice alien. An alien that he’s actually quite fond of. I wonder how
Suzy feels when he looks at her. I doubt aliens are involved at all.
The moment when I still had time to respond has passed, and Robbie
drops his gaze and his smile in favour of fiddling with the hem of his
T-shirt. Once again, I’m aware of my bare legs and feet, the clip-clop of
the hallway clock.
“Oh well, I’d better—”
“Hang on, come in here a minute.”
I pull my cardigan around myself again, like a fluffy shield, and watch
him as he opens the door wider to let me into his bedroom. Robbie reads
the look on my face and rubs his hair again.
“Just come in here a minute so I can talk to you.”
I do as I’m told, seeing he’s struggling enough as it is. He closes the
door gently behind me, and I hesitate, unsure where to put myself.
“Right, yeah, hang on.” He begins to clear large piles of books and
clothes from his bed while I gaze around. Rita has kept his room the way
it was when he lived here; the same glow-in-the-dark plastic stars and
moons on the slanted ceiling, globules of violet Blu-Tack showing through
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their centres. Faded grey T-shirts puddle the floorboards, his jeans on the
heated radiator, so the air smells of washing powder and something else
familiar and Robbie-ish. His wooden shutters are open slightly, revealing
a sliver of darkness, a brief reminder that other things are still happening
out there; life, night time. Robbie allows a final book to slide from his
duvet to the floor with a loud clunk, and gestures to the uncluttered space
on his bed. I perch on the corner, watching him sink into a frayed chair. A
beat before he looks at me.
“Are you alright?”
I know what he’s getting at. I look at him questioningly all the same.
“Just… the karaoke thing with your dad. I wondered if you were alright
with it.”
Alright with it?”
“… Yeah,” he says, sheepish now.
“Would you be alright with it, Robbie?”
“Probably not, no.”
He bites his thumbnail briefly, gives up, rubs his chin with the palm of
his hand instead. I wonder why on earth I sound so angry when I suddenly
feel safe and warm, bursting. Because it’s easier, probably. He tries again.
“He was pissed.”
“Yeah.”
“Not that that helps.”
“No.”
“I did Sweet Caroline once, when I was pissed. That’s my point.”
“Sweet Caroline wasn’t the bittersweet soundtrack of your recentlyfailed marriage though. Was it?”
He sighs, leans back against the desk, searches the ceiling for
inspiration. Doesn’t notice that I’m smiling.
“Look, I’m just… He’s having a sort of… Martin-Clunes-doesdivorced-dad-for-bbc-2 moment. Going through the motions to see if
anything helps, kind of thing. Tonight was just the whiskey and singing
motion. It won’t last.”
“It’s alright, Robbie. You’re off the hook.”
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He looks at me properly, and is relieved enough to show his teeth
when he smiles, taking himself by surprise.
“Sorry, that was shit. I’m not really—”
“No. Was good. Thanks... I’m alright.”
He bites his thumb again, though with less ferocity this time, perhaps
to hide his sudden grin. He doesn’t generally go in for that sort of thing.
Seconds pass, wordless. I perch on the armrest of his battered tartan
chair, peer up at his posters, wondering if I was supposed to have vacated
his room by now. Held aloft by two plastic stars is a rumpled black poster
with the words

people
in

glass
houses

strewn artistically down its length, above a list of tour dates from 1986.
It’s elegant and slender. I’m about to ask him about it in an attempt to
postpone the dreaded “right, well…” from his direction, but a quick glance
tells me his thoughts are elsewhere, and I’m safe for the time being.
I feel buoyed up by his care for me, as though a fragile transparent film
surrounds us and his bedroom, floating away from the other rooms of the
house, the street beyond, the fears of tomorrow. Robbie’s bedroom is a
tiny planet, drifting in the gentle night time, with new and delicate rules
of gravity. I want to stay here, to hold on tight to the stillness, the yellow
warmth. The need emboldens me.
“Sweet Caroline, eh?”
He snaps from his thoughts, sniggers through his nose briefly.
“Yeah. Zante.”
“Neil Diamond in Zante?”
“Tourist pub. Horrendous.”
“You must have chosen it, though.”
“Great song. Big group of guys from Manchester did the ‘dun dun
dun’ bit.”
“What ‘dun dun dun’ bit?”
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“Sweeeet Caroline… Dun dun dun.”
“Oh right.”
A little pause, and then I’m laughing, really laughing, because I can see
it all; an Ouzo-soaked 18-year-old Robbie, winking and twinkling as Neil
Diamond in a pub full of lairy Northerners. He smiles, shakes his head, as
though bemused by his own propensity for silliness.
“Ages ago, Janey,” he reminds me, stretching back against his chair. His
thin black jumper rises for a second to reveal a sliver of navel. He leans
his head back and closes his eyes, more relaxed now. I see that it can’t have
been easy for him, talking to me like this.
A memory slides gently into my mind. Me, years ago, sitting crosslegged in the middle of the floor in our old living room, covering my school
jotters with wrapping paper while mum did the ironing and stared out of
the window. The tranquillity of the scene stays with me; her undemanding
presence, the gentle puffs and sighs of the iron, disc 2 of Carole King’s
Tapestry wafting through the open door to her bedroom. We continued
in this quiet companionship, a happy, engrossed silence. When Natural
Woman came on, she put the iron down and looked up, speaking for the
first time in two hours.
“Listen to this one.”
I paused in my jotter-wrapping, intrigued by the rapt, dreamy look in
her eyes as she sung along quietly, fluently. Mum hardly ever knew the
words to songs.
“Looking out on the pouring rain, I used to feel uninspired…”
She didn’t pick up the iron again until it was finished, by which time I
had sort of lost interest, finding it all a bit underwhelming, and gone back
to my jotters.
“Yes, well,” said mum. “Give it about ten years. You’ll know what she’s
on about.”
I often thought of this moment after mum moved out, when hormones
and 80s films had begun to shape my own perception of what Carole was
on about. It was (thankfully) impossible to imagine my parents engaged
in late-night blindfolded fridge-raiding sessions à la 9½ Weeks; yet even
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tame, acceptable displays of affection were practically non-existent. Slowly,
I began to suspect that perhaps dad was unsuccessful in his attempts to
make her feel like a natural woman.
Presently, Robbie opens his eyes, gazing at the ceiling. I know how I
want to thank him. Test these new rules of gravity. Cross the room, settle
my body around his on the chair, draw his face to my neck, let my hair fall
around him. Let him make me feel graceful. For a second, it feels almost
possible. Natural.

Rosa Barbour is a 20 year old student of English Literature at the University of
Glasgow. She has been writing from a young age as a means of therapy; a pen-to-paper
shield for those moments when reality doesn’t quite cut it. She hopes that one day her
writing will do the same for her fellow perpetual daydreamers.
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Aisheshek Magauina
T he Ex ile S p e a ks o f S ay a t

He lifts my hood on a world of snow.
I alight from the bones of his wrist.
Circle the snow for the flash of a buck,
and fall with death on my yellow talons.
Tugging your veins from viscera,
and splashing your red secrets on the snow.
Soon he will lift you; lower my hood,
and loop the leather around my leg;
but for now I gorge on your flesh,
and consider the falconers delicate wrist.
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T he Fo r go t t e n Fam i n e

My granddad tells me of the Kazakh famine
as we walk, exiles, through a Czech forest.
How he walked with his father at home
stepping on skulls as dry as brushwood.
People ate grass. People ate dying bodies
lining the ground like uprooted trees.
In a cyclone, the only trees that survive,
he tells me, are those that learn to bend.

Aisheshek Magauina, born and raised in the Czech Republic, is a Kazakh first time
writer. Influenced by her grandfather, Mukhtar Magauin, her work started from an early
age. After finishing the International School of Prague, she plans on studying script
writing.
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Robert Češljaš
L a st a t t he Tr ac k

(A piece inspired by the photograph of a man and a woman on the rail
tracks.)
The sun was setting over the railroad tracks. The space around them felt
empty, vacant – it had an almost vacuum quality. They felt alone as they
sluggishly walked past the sole railroad cart biding them farewell. Or
maybe it was apologizing for being a witness in a solemn moment of
their departure. Parallel iron rails scarred the earth, as if plotting a course
towards a reassuring destination. But they knew better. They were the last
to vacate the abandoned carts. They were reluctant to go, as they had no
place to go. The smothering fear kept them in an inert state. They were
last and they were lost.
Home was in the opposite direction, but their home was no longer there.
They had no vision of the future, only deafening images of fire and night.
At night they left their house and their street. That very night it was set
afire – an inferno growing out of the rain of grenades. Not so long ago, the
only rain they knew was an autumn shower, pleasant and chilling, washing
the cobwebs from the apple trees in their front yard. The sweet nectar and
scent spread through the street, washing it with its pleasant textures.
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He thought of the time they had been sitting on the front porch, looking
at children running in the street. She thought of her rose garden, the smell
of spring and all the years spring arrived to their doorstep.
Now, not a single child plays, not a single rose blooms. Spring would
come again, and again, but not to their doorstep. They were sad to leave
everything behind once more. They were mad at the world that kept on
living. They were lost and that was why they were last.
With reluctance in their cumbersome steps, they crept away from the rail
yard, away from home, further away from decay. Memories give them
shelter now. The memories a man and a woman share; of their life, of
their love, of their everything. Their hands touched as their eyes, that were
previously scanning the ground, met. A familiar smile was beginning
to take shape on their faces and without exchanging a single word they
knew: They might have been last, but together they would never be lost.

Robert Češljaš is a graduate student at the English Department at the Faculty
of Humanities and Social Sciences in Zagreb, Croatia. He is a published lyricist and a
member of the Croatian Musicians Union.
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Wilhelm Grundling
C o min g A l i ve A g a i n t h ro u g h Mem or y :
Ed win M o r g an an d A L Ke n ned y

In remembrance of experiences of guilt, love, and despair, the narratives
in Edwin Morgan’s poetry and AL Kennedy’s short stories oscillate
between the experience of the present and the recollection of the past.
The interaction of past and present disturbs the seemingly self- evident
spatializing of time. What is known or remembered is not behind, or
backwards from, present consciousness; instead, past and present parallel
each other in the form of memory, the process of remembering. Although
both authors’ works contribute to an understanding of memory, thematically the texts are distinctly different. Morgan’s poems “Strawberries” and
“One Cigarette” celebrate the remembrance of love, whereas Kennedy’s
short story “Wasps” struggles with the trauma from love. The collections
in which these texts are published, however, indicate a shared platform for
discussion. Morgan’s poetry was first published in an anthology named
The Second Life in 1968. The title poem of the anthology asks the question,
“Is it true that we come alive / not once, but many times?” (Morgan “The
Second Life” 37–38). Kennedy’s anthology of short stories What Becomes
also inspires a question.1 It searches for what continually comes alive, for
what experiences becoming. French philosopher Giles Deleuze argues that
What Becomes consists of 12 short stories first published in 2009. The short stories cover
diverse subjects, but each deals with loss in its own way.

1
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being, in contrast to becoming, does not exist; instead, people only perceive
things as actual because of “the virtual synthesis of time” (Colebrook 126).
This actualizing process of present perception requires the memory of
past perceptions, which then allows for the anticipation of the future. As
Deleuzian theorist Claire Colebrook reiterates, “our perceived present has
this virtual halo of what is not present but is no less real” (126). The past
exists alongside the present as virtual memory. The characters in Morgan’s
and Kennedy’s work can, therefore, experience the virtual past in the
present through the process of memory becoming-present. Within this
relationship, each synthesis of time interacts to produce new possibilities,
new life. This generative way of being depicts what Jonathan Boyarin
describes as “the creative collaboration between present consciousness and
the experience or expression of the past” (22). Exploring the extremities
of human experience, Edwin Morgan’s poems “Strawberries” and “One
Cigarette” and AL Kennedy’s short story “Wasps” demonstrate the power
of becoming inherent in memory.
Edwin Morgan’s poem “Strawberries” manifests a multiplicity of the
becoming-present process of memory. The use of tense, punctuation, and
pronouns inspires the collaboration of past and present, opening the reader
to new processes of becoming. Morgan wrote the majority of the poem
in simple past tense, accompanied by imperative clauses. Although the
past tense verbs appear to place memory in the past, logically preceding
the present, the interaction between past and present tenses engenders
the new forms of becoming. In the first 25 lines, the speaker describes a
previously experienced event, from a time when the speaker and his lover
“dipped [strawberries] in sugar / looking at each other / not hurrying
the feast” (Morgan “Strawberries” 15–17). Despite the use of past tense,
the experience of “that sultry afternoon” becomes present with the use of
imperative statements concluding the stanza (3). The speaker requests,
“lean back again / let me love you,” drawing the past into the present
(24–25). The memory does not remain in the past; it is actively present
alongside the actual experience or expression of love. The emphasis on
“again” in line 24 acknowledges the occurrence of the past experience, yet
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continues it into the present. Although “there were never strawberries /
like the ones / that sultry afternoon,” the lovers experience the strawberries repeatedly through the speaker’s memory (1–3). The previously
experienced sultry afternoon derives from the present lips of the speaker’s
lover’s lips, while the expression of love transcends the limits of time.
Time in the poem “Strawberries” neither follows a linear progression
nor a static deviance from linearity. The poem’s lack of punctuation
produces multiple nuances to the past-present process, demonstrating the
creative power of memory. Many of the lines consist of sentence fragments,
which with proper grammar could function as nominal phrases. Readers
may assume that the lines “facing each other / your knees held in mine /
the blue plates in our laps” describes the “we” from line 2 (7–8). The poem’s
lack of punctuation, however, multiplies the possibilities of the memory
becoming-present process. Considering the problematic grammatical
structure of the first lines, one might reject the function of these sentence
fragments as nominal phrases. Poetry does not need to fulfill prescriptive
standards, but the deviance from prescribed norms does reveal new possibilities for the interpretation of the text. An alternate reading suggests
that the poem implements a technique reminiscent of the Modernist
stream of consciousness experience. According to The Penguin Dictionary
of Literary Terms and Literary Theory, “stream of consciousness” refers to a
writing “technique [that] seeks to depict the multitudinous thoughts and
feelings which pass through the mind” (“Stream of consciousness”).2
With this understanding, readers may perceive the narrative as a
co-mingling of a memory and the present experience of the speaker.
The two perceptions of tense exist simultaneously; therefore, they morph
and engender each other. Because a sentence fragment does not consist
of a verb, it refuses to be dated, allowing for an alternate perception of
the poem’s temporality. For instance, “sitting on the step / of the French
The Penguin Dictionary provides an example from James Joyce’s Ulysses, indicating a shared
use of sentence fragments between Morgan’s poem and Joyce’s prose: “Showing long red
pantaloons under his skirts. Drinkers, drinking, laughed spluttering, their drink against
their breath. More power, Pat. Coarse red: fun for drunkards: guffaw and smoke” (qtd in
“stream of consciousness”)
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open window / facing each other / your knees held in mine” could
describe the present experience of the speaker in experiential outbursts
(Morgan “Strawberries” 4–6). Considering the “stream of consciousness”
construction of the poem, the fragments describe the moments as they are
occurring. Framing the present experience of sensual coupling of speaker
and lover, the memory, introduced by lines 1–3, continues in line 11, “we
dipped them in sugar,” and then again in lines 15–18, “The empty plates /
laid on the stone together / with the two forks crossed / and I bent towards
you.” The empty plates and the individual forks collaborate with each
other, which creates a sense of unity and mirrors the movement of the
speaker towards the lover. Lines like “sweet in that air” position the present
experience in the past, a creative process; the memory becomes actualized,
sweetening the air of the present, recreating “the taste of strawberries / in
[the speaker’s] memory” from the present lips of the lover (Morgan 19,
23-24). Different readings produce a multitude of becomings, as the text
bends and twists the movement of time.
Memory becoming-present also occurs in Morgan’s poem “One
Cigarette.” This 17-line poem is also written in free verse, not containing
any consistent rhyme or meter. The use of different tenses again demonstrates the union of past and present within a process of becoming. This
poem, however, includes a future tense and expands the creative collaboration of past memory and present experience beyond what is or has been
experienced. The poem opens with a sentence fragment, though one may
assume a present tense structure: there is “no smoke without you, my fire”
(“One Cigarette” 1). The past tense begins in the second line, while the
speaker recounts how his lover’s cigarette remained “glow[ing] in [his]
ashtray” after the lover had left in the third. In these lines, the speaker
re-experiences his emotions inspired by the “long thread of such a quiet
grey” smoke (4). Through this memory, the lover experiences a becoming
process, which echoes the first line of the poem. The cigarette, an object
used to inhale smoke, becomes the mechanism through which the speaker
breathes in his lover. The speaker shifts to the speaking in present tense in
line 8; however, it is not until line 12 that the memory of the lover becomes
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actualized, when the speaker announces, “You are here again, and I am
drunk on your tobacco lips” (Morgan 12). The memory process has infused
the lover with the smoke, causing the symbolism to actualize: the lover as
a memory, as an apparition, as smoke. The lover becomes so present in the
speaker’s consciousness that the voice shifts to commanding imperatives:
“Out with the light,” he says, “Let the smoke lie back in the dark” (13–14).
It is a direct address to the lover from memory that becomes-present in
the second half of the poem. The memory of the lover becoming-present
continues in a projection to the future. The last three lines, “Till I hear
the very ash / sigh down among the flowers of brass / I’ll breathe, and
long past midnight, your last kiss,” demonstrates the actualizing-function
of the present, as a moment between the past and the future (15–17).
The present functions as a liminal space that continually collaborates
with either tenses of the temporal binary. Within the nostalgic bliss, the
union of speaker and lover transcends linear progression, opening up new
processes of becoming.
Both of Edwin Morgan’s poems discussed above include an imperative
statement, a command in the present that inspires the reader to imagine
action occurring in the future. The work of AL Kennedy also resembles
this moment in flux, her stories often ending with a conflict unresolved.
The uncertain conclusion mirrors Deleuze’s concept of becoming because
nothing truly remains constant, everything evolves. Differing from
Morgan’s poetry, the subject matter in Kennedy’s work, as previously stated,
concerns grief, pain, and trauma. Whereas the speaker in Morgan’s poetry
is open to the process of becoming from positive emotions, the characters’
becomings are limited by negative experiences, which concretize the flow
of time. The disruption of the linear progression of time, the blocking
of becoming, indicates the presence of trauma, which Cathy Caruth
describes as “a wound of the mind” (4). This wound occurs as an event
that the consciousness sees but does not witness; the mind does not fully
grasp the meaning of the event because to do so would be too painful. The
inability to fully recollect the memory often causes the emotional wound
to fester, causing the sore to reopen. The traumatized individual cannot
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experience the event as it happens; therefore, Caruth explains, “the event
is not assimilated or experienced fully at the time, but only belatedly, in its
repeated possession of the one who experiences it” (4). The understanding
of the incomplete memory of trauma describes two functions within the
present consciousness of the protagonist in the short story “Wasps”. First,
traumatic memories seem to concretize past experience within the present,
preventing future possibilities while proving that the past is never truly
past. Second, it inspires a becoming, a release from the continual cycle of
trauma. These functions of memory interact creatively with the present,
constructing and disrupting the progression of time through trauma.
Memory interacts creatively with the present to resignify events and
objects with the fractures of trauma. In “Wasps,” the protagonist suffers
from a fear of losing her husband, as suggested by the final line of the
story: “She stands on the doorstep preparing herself. This is a way to
be ready when he finally doesn’t come back” (Kennedy 34). Past events
induce this anticipation of her husband’s betrayal. Aside from Ray’s
continual absence in family life, the protagonist feels betrayed by his
affairs with an ambiguous number of women. She attempts to make sense
of the other women, asking herself, “Did he look at them and decide, was
there hesitation, wonderment?” (31). Yet most of her interior dialogue or
observations are not as transparent as that internal dialogue. Objects and
everyday thoughts become symbolic for the intrusion of other women
into her family life. After the protagonist asks her husband to remedy the
continual return of wasps through their bedroom window, Ray defends
himself, “Well, I did check. You saw me. I checked. And there wasn’t
a nest, a colony, something like that. […] They’re getting in through a
closed window. […] All shut up tight, but still they get in at me” (31).
These words transport the protagonist’s thoughts to Ray’s affairs (31). The
wasps, with the ability to sting even after death, become malignant vestiges
of trauma – the other women the protagonist cannot keep out (27). By
making “Wasps” the title of the short story, Kennedy emphasizes their
importance. Cycling through the text repeatedly, the wasps embody the
reoccurrence of trauma. Even her children become instances of traumatic
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memory. Their presence in the bedroom “could ruin a marriage”; she could
not have them snuggling between their parents, creating a divide (27). The
protagonist attempts to rationalize why she does not want them in her
bedroom by explaining that “the bed wasn’t big enough for four” (27). The
statement creates a sense of unease within the narration, which suggests
that she is not speaking of the children. She concludes the thought
with “not even three” (27). This emphasizes the protagonist’s unspoken
thoughts concerning her husband’s affairs: there has been one too many to
share his bed. When she does speak of her children, it is often as a concern
for their safety (26–27, 29). This indicates a concern for the stability of the
family. Her response to trauma rejects the moving-on process – it disrupts
the linear progression of time – but it creatively collaborates with the
present to create new meanings for everyday objects.
Although the protagonist’s response to trauma seems to concretize
time, the text presents an alternate account of the continual becomings
of the family’s life. The protagonist’s understanding of memory seems to
indicate that memory is a stable recollection of past experience. She has
an obsession with creating a present moment in expectation of how it will
affect the future consciousness of her husband. She warns her children,
“Da will be very upset if the last thing he sees of you is two dirty boys
who can’t be at peace,” and considers her last evening with her husband as
“the two of them making the memory he’ll take with him” (29, 31). She
thinks that if she is able to manipulate the present, then she could also
control his memory of the family in the future. This attempt to manipulate
memory, to limit its possibility of becoming-present, indicates the protagonist’s need to concretize her traumatic past. To create a stable home
environment, the protagonist seems to project instability, danger, and pain
to the outside world: “The first fight begging as soon as [her sons] left the
house” (25). She associates her son’s conflicts with the outside, to where
her husband continually leaves her, a site of trauma, creating a form of
sanctity where she can continue to dream (25). Yet despite her efforts to
construct a stable home environment, the stormy weather outside begins
to affect the house, causing it to grow “disturbed, doors pestering at their
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frames whenever the weather drew breath: clatters on the roof, something
twisting, scouring overhead” (25). As the narrator describes, “air leaning so
hard at the window glass that she felt breathless and unsettled, searched
by a hunger that needed, that pried,” the weather outside creates an
emotional response inside of the protagonist, disrupting her efforts of safeguarding (25). The protagonist exists within a state of liminality, which
indicates a degree not only of instability, but also of possibility. Readers
first meet the protagonist when she cycles through a threshold between
half-sleep and half-wakefulness (25). It is from standing in the doorway,
from both inside and outside the storm, that the protagonist prepares
herself for when her husband “finally doesn’t come back” (34). In
contrast to the unchanging, hurtful existence of Ray, who is described as
predictable – even to the point of how he wears his jacket – the changing
surroundings and spaces of liminality in the narrative engenders future
possibilities (26).3 As in her memory, the continuous becoming represented by the wind will “take the wasps and make them gone” (27). The
conclusion of the narrative within the threshold of the home produces the
possibility of a hopeful future.
The poetry of Edwin Morgan and the fiction of AL Kennedy
encounter the becoming-present process of memory. Within these texts,
memory enriches the experience of the present and changes the context
of the previous event. The becoming-present process is made possible
through the use of punctuation as indicated in the poems “Strawberries”
and “One Cigarette.” In “Strawberries,” the speaker not only re-experiences a passionate afternoon spent sharing strawberries with the lover,
but also incorporates that experience into the present moment. The two
lovers are both past and present, and carry the taste of strawberries on
their lips. The poem “One Cigarette” adds a different flavour to the lover’s
lips. The memory inspired by the dying cigarette actualizes and transforms
Although the narrative does describe Ray as predictable and consistent, he is also the
source of unsteadiness for the family. His departures disrupt family life, and the protagonist’s unease with his ambiguity shows when he is about to leave. When he says, “goodbye,”
she considers “his right to make this [word] mean hardly anything, or everything – goodbyegoodbyegoodbye – and her right to not know” (31).
3
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the absent lover. In both poems, the speakers use their memories to
invoke their lovers into the present. The memories become so real that
the speakers address their lovers directly. The imperative statements in
the poetry create an expectation of the future, an anticipation that is the
product of past-present concupiscence. The protagonist from
AL Kennedy’s “Wasps” reacts differently to her memory. While
the speakers embrace their past experiences in celebration of love, the
protagonist is unable to reconstruct her trauma. Traumatic memory
manifests itself creatively, transforming everyday objects into indicators
of her experience with her husband’s infidelity. The wasps and her
children concretize memory and disrupt the linear progression of time. In
reaction to the continual reminders of trauma, the protagonist attempts
to manipulate her memory. She attempts to contain the instability and
insecurity of her married life outside of her home, but like the wasps, the
storm intrudes into her interior space. Standing within the threshold of
her home, the protagonist enters a liminal space, which generates future
possibilities. Each of these possibilities is an opportunity to come alive
again, to disrupt the linear progression of time and experience the past
becoming-present.
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Joanna Schapel
Exc e r p t fro m Li z z i e at t h e Circ us

At the oval a yellow circus tent, the main one, was up and billowing. Pulled
tight, hammered into the ground, bound by thick ropes. An empty bouncy
castle sat to one side, stretched out flat, attached to a generator, waiting
for inflation. Another tent, a smaller one, sat on the other side flapping
open. Lizzie could not see what was inside. On the outskirts of the oval
a caravan of colored trailers was parked in a curve. The small high-school
oval seemed packed and heaving with colour. Lizzie could see ponies
clipped by lead ropes to a pole and beside that a makeshift holding pen.
Inside the wired pen were pigs, chickens, ducks, a turkey- large, proud,
feathers fanned out, strutting with its red, wrinkled throat hanging to the
ground. She watched the animals. The chestnut lifted his head, his eye on
her. Lizzie stayed where she was in the shade of the eucalyptus. The wind
had picked up and was sifting through the leaves above her. It felt nice
on her skin.
Lizzie was aware of her skin. Those boys at school called her ‘little black
girl’ and put things like dead lizards in her backpack. She closed her eyes
and saw Russel’s face as he held her bag up and dropped the hard, brown
animal inside. “It’s your dinner,” he had said in an ugly way. She noticed
that his eyes were small and beady as he did that. Darting, reptile like. She
had left the lizard in her bag, buried the small body in the creek bed on
the way home from school. She remembered holding it, stiff in her hands,
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as she sat cross-legged in the stones and dirt. Its eyes were half closed as
though it were almost sleeping.
In Meekatharra, her cousins would take her out hunting. They’d say,
“ You godda grab ‘im tail, dat fat goanna,” as they dug together with their
black hands into the earth. She liked the long drives beside her Dad, up
north on the highway. How hard and bare the earth became- spreading
like a flat red mat out to the corners of the sky. Inside the car would heat
up quickly. It was comforting, like a rug around her. They’d play car games
and speak a little in Wongi.
Lizzie looked over the top of the circus, across the high school oval.
In the distance she could see the outline of the little school, her school.
It was empty and still. She held her breath, listening, trying to make out
the sound of the flag posts clanging in the wind. She could not hear them.
She stopped holding her breath, felt a burst in her chest and leapt
forward over the short, mowed grass. It was green, wet and sticking to her
feet – up her legs. She ran, fast, dodging the cicada tick of the sprinklers.
On one small section the tarpaulin was flapping. As it lifted Lizzie could
see wooden planks, seats, stacked one above the other. Somewhere in
there she heard the cigarette scratched voice of a man. She stopped and
squatted, exposed, between the trees and the tent. Feeling the sting of wet
grass on her feet, she held her breath and closed her eyes.
“Why ya sittin’ like that?” Lizzie looked up, squinting into the afternoon
sun. Above her was a dirty face, stained with chocolate or mud and
spearing blue eyes. “What’s ya name?” the face asked. Lizzie looked down
at the feet of the girl. Bare and slapped with wet grass, like her own. “Well,
you from ‘ere?” Lizzie kept her eyes on the feet of the strange blonde girl.
“ You wanna see in that tent there?” Lizzie looked up but said nothing.
The girl was frowning.
“Hmm.” She tilted her head to the side, “ You real shy ‘ay.”
The girl started to walk with definite steps towards the tent. “Come on
then,” she turned back at Lizzie and clicked her fingers. Lizzie stood up
and followed, heart beating in her ears.
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The girl was wearing sun-faded overalls. Too big for her and exposing
her bare skinned shoulders. Blonde hair bunched up high on her head.
She lifted the flap of the tent and ducked under. The flap dropped down
leaving Lizzie standing alone. She bent down and lifted the tent gently.
The girl was right there under the bleacher. Legs crossed, facing the stage,
her back to Lizzie. She turned her head. Lizzie took a small step forward.
The girl patted the ground motioning Lizzie to sit next to her. Lizzie
squatted to the ground and crawled forward. She folded her legs to
squeeze into the space the girl fit easily. The girl pulled out a small, glass
jar from the pocket in her overalls. The jar was full of sugar – fine, white
grains. She untwisted the lid and popped it with one hand. She sucked the
index finger of that same hand then swirled it in the grains and stuck it in
her mouth. She grinned at Lizzie with her finger in her mouth, showing
gaps where her teeth should be. Lizzie looked around; she could smell
wood and manure. The girl was watching Lizzie, blue eyes bright. “Go, on,”
she offered the jar. Lizzie took it with one hand, unsure. The girl was still
grinning, wide. “It’s good.” Lizzie stuck one finger in her mouth and sucked
on it, she swirled her tongue around to make more spit.
The girl watched her closely, seriously. Lizzie took her wet finger out
and plunged it in the fine white grains. She swirled it around, until she
could feel the bottom of the jar, the hard glass. The girl laughed, threw her
head back “It feels good, right.” Lizzie smiled back, a small smile. “Yeah,”
Lizzie pulled her finger out- white, crystallized. She put it in her mouth,
sucked the sweet grains hard till her mouth made a pop sound.
The girl reached over Lizzie and put her finger in the jar. “I’m Connie,”
she offered easily. Lizzie stayed silent, nodding her head and passed the jar
back. They sat that way, knee to knee, passing the jar until it was finished.
Quietly Lizzie spoke, “I’m Lizzie,”. Connie put the jar down and twisted
in her position. Now face-to-face she reached across and put her hands on
Lizzie’s knees. “Lizzie! Pretty Lizzie!,” she sang, head cocked to one side.
“You are pretty, you know,” her voice became gentler, sincere when she saw
Lizzie’s expression.
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A man’s voice spoke loudly in the tent. Two voices. Lizzie could see
through the wood planks of the bleaches. One man was wearing denim,
like Connie. Heavy black boots. She could not see his face. The other man
in trousers – pressed neat, red dust lining the hem of each leg. He had a
long bag on the ground next to his feet. Connie heard them too. Without
looking at Lizzie she crawled on her hands and knees under the bleachers
in front, dropping the jar. Lizzie crawled under the bleachers, trying to get
a better view. She could see Connie over by the two men, standing in the
woodchips that were spread over the stage. There was a barrel and the man
in the boots had his hand on it, resting, leaning – he was laughing.
Lizzie held her breath again. She watched as Connie dropped to the
ground and crawled in the woodchips until she was sitting between the
feet of the two men. Lizzie could not hear what the men were saying.
Connie was playing with the laces on the boots of the man in the denim.
She swiveled on her bum, facing the other man. She tried to unzip the bag
and he bent down and pretended to swipe at her. The men were smiling.
Connie began playing with the toes of her own feet, bored with the men,
she looked up – around – in the direction of Lizzie. She pushed past
the two men, crawled out, and stood up. Lizzie noticed that Connie had
scraped her knee; there was a thin veil of bright pink, new blood.
Connie ran toward the bleachers, toward Lizzie. She dropped again
to her knees and crawled under. Lizzie shuffled backwards under the
bleachers. She sat with her back against the tarpaulin of the tent. Connie
crawled towards her and their eyes met. “Come on, pretty Lizzie! ” she said
ducking under the tent and out onto the grass. Lizzie followed.
Outside the sky was layered with purple and the eucalypts were
stretching their big limbs, ghostly in the dusk. Lizzie knew she should be
at home. It was cold. Her skin felt pulled tight, as the goose-bumps rose
on her arms and her legs. She could see the looming building of the high
school, black in the shadows next to the oval. She went to tell Connie that
she needed to leave. But, a voice spoke behind her.
“ You want to see the horses?” A man, as small as she, was standing next
to Connie. He had his hand on Connie’s shoulder. Lizzie noticed he had
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to reach up to do it. But his face, was old like her father’s. She felt strange
to see a person like this but his eyes were kind and it made her trust him.
“I’m Reuben” he put his hand out for her to shake. Connie laughed, “She
aint’ never seen a little man before.” Lizzie shook his hand, could not take
her eyes from the strange angles of his face. His eyes had deep creases that
reached from the corners to his ears and his hair was black, swinging in a
plait that reached almost to the ground.
“She’s Lizzie, she’s real shy.”
Reuben dropped her hand, smiling. “So, you want to see the horses?”
Lizzie nodded, eyes on him.
He walked in front of them. Black boots, short, quick steps, plait
swinging behind. Connie and Lizzie jogged to catch up. Lizzie could see
the animal pen in the distance, beside the train of caravans. In the pen, the
animals were all laying down. Except for the rooster, who was strutting
slowly along the chicken wire fence. They stopped at the horses. There
were three of them tied to the pole. All three heads were up and inquiring.
The chestnut was handsome, thick set in the legs, main cut sharply along
his neck. Reuben walked towards him. “Come.” He motioned to Lizzie.
She walked and stood beside Reuben. The chestnut had lowered his head
toward the little man. “What is his name?” Lizzie asked quietly.
“His name is Frankie.” Reuben put his face up into the soft part of
Frankie’s muzzle. Frankie closed his eyes. Both the little man and the
horse stood there, face-to-face, eyes closed. Lizzie looked back at Connie.
She smiled back; quiet, appreciating.
Reuben stepped back and Frankie pulled his head up, the moment
broken. “Would you like to pat him Lizzie?”
She nodded. Reuben moved back wards to let Lizzie step in. She put
her hands up to touch the horse and he pulled his head up, swift, jagged,
into the air.
“Wait,” Reuben spoke, “ You must be gentle, still.”
Lizzie closed her eyes. She knew how to be gentle, how to be still.
She tilted her face up like Reuben had done. Dropped her hands to the
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sides and waited. She could feel the warmth of Frankie’s blow. He was
breathing slow, hot air near her face. It smelled of earth and grass.
She reached her hands up and felt for his cheeks. Frankie’s fur was soft,
smooth under her palms. She felt him relax and lower his head towards
her. And then the tickle of whiskers that sprouted from his chin. He
seemed to purr in the back of his throat, a gentle clicking.
“He likes you,” Reuben broke the silence. Lizzie stepped back, could
not contain her grin. “I like him.”
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gathering experiences to complement her writing life.
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Nicole Furlotte
Exc e r p t fro m Ki ora

I charged halfway up the wooden staircase, then ducked into the shadow
of a thin pillar. My eyes did not move from the empty space at the top of
the staircase. Nothing appeared or made a sound, so I quickly ascended
the last of the steps, making sure to skip the third to last one, for I knew
it would creak. Trying hard not to look at anything in particular, I jogged
down the hallway, then tucked myself in beside the statue of a one-armed
knight.
Everything bled memory.
I used to cook in that kitchen where we had entered, sleep in a small
room off that first hall, and clean that grand living room. Selena and Beth
and Ivan and William and I used to sneak into Master Lachlan’s showoff room some nights, savouring the warmth of whatever was left of the
fire. That’s where Ivan would tell us stories of the war, Beth stories of her
childhood, Selena ghost stories she would make up herself, and where Gil
had begun to teach William to read. This is where I’d had a family for a
time. What had become of them? Were they still here?
Footsteps. I pulled myself back behind the statue, curling up and
making myself as small as I could. My hands began to shake, so I stuck
them beneath the uppers of my arms, trying desperately to keep still.
Had they thought of us since we’d gone? Did they ever try to find us?
Did they ever try to find out if we were alright?
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The second guard came into view, the light from his lantern flickering
across the walls as it swung back and forth from his hand.
Gil.
My heart started to pound, as if trying to beat so loud he would hear
and turn around. I wanted so badly for him to find me, and yet, I wanted
him to pass by and remain entirely ignorant to my being there. Solomon
was one thing – I was happy to punch him in the face and watch as his
beefy girth smashed into the floor – but Gil was something else entirely.
Had he thought of me?
I shook my head.
Clearly not – it had been well over a year. He could have found us, he
could have come and found out if we were okay, he could have let us know
that we still mattered. It’s not like we were hiding.
As soon as he rounded the corner, I leapt up and charged down the
hall. I only had as long as it took for him to circle the halls once more,
and so I had to be quick. I had to stay focused and on task – it was all that
mattered.
The ornate door at the end of the hall was open just a crack, just as it
always was. I slowed to a tiptoe just outside and touched my fingertips to
the door, pushing it ever so slightly. Slipping inside, I found myself, just as
expected, in Lachlan’s bedchamber. He lay fast asleep on an oversized bed
near the window. A man of about fifty, his face was stern and flabby, with
deep creases in his forehead from frowning too much. Though he slept,
calm and peaceful, he had a pained look about him, as if his waking hours
followed him into sleep.
The room looked much the same as it had, if a little rearranged: a tall,
wooden wardrobe stood just beside the door, a fireplace jutted out from
the wall to my right, and the portrait of a woman in a golden frame hung
on the wall just above the mantle. That was different – new, in a sense –
and in a different place.
Old man Lachlan’s wife had died about a year into my time working
at the house. Once she died, our lives became underlined with an
extreme sense of fear, threats of lashings, beatings, and a cut in pay. He
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had a painting done in her memory, though the one that hung above the
mantelpiece was not the one I remember. That one, the one of my memory,
I knocked off the wall – it hung lower then, just beside the wardrobe, and
was easily bumped into. The glass shattered, the frame broke, and I put my
foot through Mrs. Lachlan’s face.
I hurried across the room – I knew what I wanted, and I had an idea
where to find it. Feeling faintly optimistic, I checked the bedside table,
his coat – which hung off the side of the wardrobe – and the top of the
mantle, but no, no of course not. It would be around his neck.
There were lashings, mild starvation, and a particularly bad beating
between my mistake and when William and I finally got away, but that act
had sealed my fate. I made a mistake, and so I lost everything. I shuddered
– the scars on my back and face burned with the memory. Squeezing my
eyes shut, I refocused and set back to work.
I could see the edge of a chain sticking out from under his clothes and
blankets, on top of his hairy, ruddy skin. I had to be sure to touch only
the chain and not him – the absence of something as thin as the chain he
probably wouldn’t feel, but the presence of my hand and I would be forced
to flee in an instant, and that was unacceptable.
Inching forward, I lifted up the silver chain and pulled it out from
beneath the blankets. There, hanging just above his sighing chest, was a
tiny gold ring, thin and dainty and encrusted with three small diamonds.
I’d found it.
I twisted the thin chain between my fingers, trying to break the tiny
links apart, but that was no use. Holding the ring in one hand, I turned
the chain around the sleeping oaf ’s neck. He didn’t react, but I could see
no clasp. I turned it again and he shuddered, but still nothing from either
the chain or its bearer. One final twist and I could see it. He began to
mumble and shift in his sleep. Without hesitation, I reached forward,
freed the ring of its chain and dashed for the door.
Down the hall, past the statue of the knight with one arm, and to the
stairs I ran, the tiny loop of gold clasped tight in my left hand. I’d done it.
“Kiora?”
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All of the air went out of the room. I stopped, turning around if only
because I felt I had to.
“Kiora.” Gil. He dropped his lantern and stepped forward as if to hug
me, but I backed toward the stairs. “What are you doing here? Are you
alright?”
I didn’t say anything. I wanted to run, to step forward and let him hug
me, to get out of there, to hug him back, to hurry down the stairs, to tell
him I missed him, to tell him to forget that he’d seen me, to ask him for
help, to tell him to go away, to cry. My hands started to shake, so I shoved
them under my arms again.
“Are you here to steal? Are you stealing from Lachlan?”
My voice caught in my throat.
“I need him to feel loss,” I mumbled, surprising even myself. I didn’t
know where those words came from.
“Kiora...”
I turned away and ran.
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Melissa Myers
S pac es: Fr ag m e n t s

B ad H ö n n i n ge n
Climbing a vineyard
to see over the city,
I had to look past
that large domed palace,
the one with bleeding windows
and stained-glass families.
Grapes and red berries
spiraled the gates and turrets
like madness. Leafy
paths led me higher
but did not bring solace;
even the azure skies
reflected in the Rhein
could not reach
the shade that clung
to the vines.
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Havana
This city came out of the sea:
we are all underwater
creatures sculpted
by sand and waves.
Days pulse with colour
and light. Your delicate
breaths dissolve
in gusts of laughter.
Ocean dreams seep
into spaces you did not
know; remnants of another
self and life settle
into your skin and bleed
around the edges
as salt water
returns to the sea.

Banff
We cup our hands
and collect the clouds:
white wine, cotton, a cool
kiss, smoked air. Our lips
inhale wet mist.
In the mountains
everything is relative: time
fragments. Stones
morph, roots sing.
People are rocks
and trees. Even descent
does not halt nature:
that night, in bed,
we taste clouds
and feel the trees
inside us start
to sing. There are
no more walls.
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Tallinn
Stone men fall
from the sky, careen
to the ground. I walk
along their path.
Each rock is a foot,
an arm, a story.
Men grabbed
the constellations
on their way down
to Earth. I tread
on stars. In a church
cemetery, burning
flowers surround
a carved sundial.
An ancient timepiece
reveals the fall
from space,
where man
and stones began.
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Sophia Roppolo
Ne w Or lea n s

2011

The weight of the damp air
flattens you, boils the mud
thick on the floor of your temple
and undresses the people
shuffling from stage to stage.
Even you, my sickle city,
have stripped, draped
in only beads and body paint
and sweat, your tribal dance
transforming the world
into colourful smudges.
You have converted
your population, raking
a million heathens into
your white tents.
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A musical revival
rolls from the altar out
toward the booths that
serve your body, consecrate
your blood.
Your sweat baptizes
with the alcohol-laced
river water that hangs in the air.
And everything about you
in these holy days
is Big and Easy and beautiful.
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